HOCKEY TEAM READY FOR GAME WITH YALE

The business board of the Pennsylvania
League held its first meeting of the 1937
season today at the Pennsylvania Hotel.

The drive will continue until Thursday
night, at which time the teams will take
over the entire university in that time.

The budget for the league game with the
Princeton-Bulldogs, which has been
announced, and the expenses of the team
for the last year, will be made public.

The name of the above group

The committee has been placed with
Professor A. P. Hurnett of the
Business Department to secure to
the present the year.

The Princeton-Bulldogs, one of the
most successful teams in the country,
will play this game. The Princeton-Bulldogs
will be the fourth team to be announced.

The game will be played at 8:45 P.M.
in Weiguemen Hall at Princeton.

The meeting has been arranged with the
idea of having the members of the
society a good time.

The game will be played at the early morn-
ing in Weiguemen Hall at Princeton.

The New Yorker

The committee is making an urgent
request that every student sign for the
tickets in the case of the games
the Class Record anil then the
attitude will be improved.

This company has openings for
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The Fairmount Laundry
Harry Endick, Proprietor
Bell Phone Preston 4849
Office. 247 S. 37th

To Dine and To Dance

No place in Philadelphia is more attractive than the Main Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania... There you may dine and dance in the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia to music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra every evening from six to eight-thirty.

ALSO—Many Fraternity meet will be held this afternoon in rooms. Weightman Hall at 2 P. M.

PUBLICATIONS

For reservations phone Baring 1940

Maurice T. Harrell
3533 Locust Street

WHITE HOUSE CAFE

Service with Quality

Est. 1895

Louis M. Kolb

Master Tailor

3714 Spruce St. Soutem Store

Official Shop to student residents of dormitories. 10 Memorial Tower

We steam clean all clothes FREE with cost of pressing

TO HIRE—Full Dress, Tuxedos, From Suit

ORDERED CALL F.P. and DELIVERED

Use Kolb's Commutation Clothes Pressing Coupons

French Dry Cleaning, Reupholstering

Sold at all Student Stores

KWI'SKIR

3417 Walnut Street

Boningman Press

Good Printing on the campus

The Pennsylvania Printing Company
3451 Broadland Avenue
Opposite College Hall

WHY PRACTICE THROUGH OUT؟

CUT, MAKE AND TRIM CO.

4th Floor, 440 Market St.
PHILADELPHIA

THE FAMOUS SANDWICH MAN

BARING 1988
Delivered TILL 12 P. M.

Why Pay the Merchant Tailor a Profit When You Can Buy Direct From Us and save Money. By having your suits & overcoats fullfilness and twaxdeo's made-to-order at

HALOREN
CUT, MAKE AND TRIM CO.

4th Floor, 440 Market St.
PHILADELPHIA
FAMOUS CHARLEY APPLE RE-ENTERS UNIVERSITY

Famous Charley From Last Years From Aggregation Returns With Big Welcome at S. O. L.

WILL SKIRMISH WITH FACULTY

Following up the announcement of a few weeks past of my discovery of a possibility of returning to college after mid-year due to a mistake in recording my final grades last June, a short time since I applied for re-admission and was again enrolled as a cash customer in the second term, the Executive Committee of the Strawbridge & Clothier, by the way, consider my valuable addition to the student body in forms so that the I'm being General Frank-bined due to my having fallen into a group of "0" in one subject last year.

The fight is on!

Thus lies the true story. How could Charley, Apple the Kansas Cyclone, be found any afternoon at The Pennsylvania office? There open for any suggestion as to how best to use the valuable moments of the Wharton family who have rights to their collective life for the impending slaughter.

A class study of the schedule for next year's exam is a movement to some few former kind who has thrown down an already continuous two weeks into a perennial up year due to the need for the matter arranged. Some of the boys assure me that it will be difficult to appear at more than two places the same hour.

The Student's West at the University Hospital has been sweeping and brightening up for the finals of the stu and trumpeted specimens who will fail in a half of materials for the interest to practice on and ask foolish questions where their least conscious moments. This General Promotion pamphlet arranged for the announcement of many excellent traits that it believes. C. Apple to sit on his home and to pretend, since the faculty claim they don't mean anything. It appears as though my stay will be limited to going places and doing things.

Well friends and campus, heartened Charley is back with you to stay. Get a big reception from the brothers up at T. G. L. so rally around and wait for what I have to say while I'm still feeling good. General Butler is to laugh and twiddle a wicked band. How about the new?

University of Pennsylvania Headquarters

The BELLEVUE STRATFORD PHILADELPHIA

Sir Henry W. Thornton, K. B. E., a member of the Class of '81 in the College of Fine Arts and one of the former professors at the Pennsylvania Club in New York, on January 10, 1924. This alumnus is among Pennsylvania's most distinguished. His first achievement after graduation in his field was the establishment of the General Superintendence of the Long Island Railroad. His success there was then secured by the Great Eastern Railway of England and he served as its American representative of railway transportation in Great Britain in 1921. He was made Assistant Director General of Transportation of the Royal Trains in France, and from the year of 1923 he served in the capacity of Assistant General of Transportation with the rank of Major General. He is now the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Canadian National Railways.

Sir Henry served with the rank of Chairman of the Board of Directors and rank of Major General. He is now the Chairman of the Board of Directors and rank of Colonel. The following year he was promoted to the position of Inspector General of Transportation with the rank of Major General. He is now the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Canadian National Railways.

Because of the admirable way in which Sir Henry served, he was given the silver service medal and the Distinguished Service Medal by the United States. Sir Henry served the United Kingdom as a member of the Board of Directors and rank of Colonel. He is now the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Canadian National Railways.

Paterson Speaks on Travel in Germany

"Although the distress in Germany is acute the nation is better able to meet it's expanding responsibilities than it would like to admit," he says Dr. E. B. Reed, president of the American Association of University Professors, after an extensive survey which he carried on in that country recently. In an address to the members of the College Club which he introduced recently Dr. Reed explained that he had reached this opinion after a careful study of existing conditions.

It was pointed out that the German people are not as disposed to help their fellows as they might be. The speaker qualified this criticism of the people by saying that aid was formerly given to unemployed and to dependents through the Government's channels. He also added that one cause of this lack of interest was the fact that private charities have never been organized in that country as they are in the United States. Dr. Reed explained that all models of travel were extremely difficult, that it was impossible to get sufficient coal and food supplies. The most recent estimate placed the number of unemployed at $5 per cent of the population. Only twelve freight trains were seen during his visit to the Rich Valley.

Cafe Lubin

WALNUT STREET ABOVE TWELFTH

CHINESE and AMERICAN FOOD

Luncheon $55 Dinner $7.00 Sundays 1.50

No Cover Charge

Music & Dancing

N.Y. Club Will Honor Sir Henry Thornton

The Men's Store

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER

EIGHTH AND MARKET STREETS

Good Taste merely a matter of selection from the excellent assortments of carefully chosen style-rich apparel assembled here for well dressed men.

The Men's Store

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER

EIGHTH AND MARKET STREETS
It's this sort of weather that makes us wish we had saved our nuts for the last week of the year... "

We tremble at the thought of taking track this afternoon. Every one in their small but charming afternoon track tops looked like a chorus practicing that famous fourteen- lined dance—all smiles, driven and shuffling without getting anywhere..."

"Our idea of a good practical joke is to have some railroad send us a list of beautiful circulars which tell us how wonderful it is in Florida..."

"Our idea of real genius is the newsboy we saw yesterday selling miniature bottles of Tabacco sauce on the corner..."

"After sitting quite close to the open fire in the Houston Club we discussed when we got up that our rubber boots had half boiled away..."

"We have some fancy ice-making soon, boys. The fox hunt has frozen..."

"Coming to school, My hands were frozen. On the car. My hands warmed up. But my feet froze. My throat was dry. I called on me. To recite. I from all..."

"The postoffice clerk has brought over the case of the fellow that needs three pairs of shoes twice each week in a laundry case to be shined..."

"There is one Finance course in the Wharton School that takes up the study of Panics and Depressions—they have the depressions all the year and the pants will be here in a week..."

"Every cold that has that Tuesday morning lecture in Logan Hall seems to come on similarly if they had gotten away with something important..."

"We notice that Sam Slep has been placed in charge of the refreshments for your boy—here appropriate!..."

"LAMENT OF A SENIOR

By Quilter Kidden

The world seems too broad for me.
The time of still exams,
The salesmen take off the year.
When every student craves.

Our knowledge then is put to test
By universities here.
We scarce know how to be wise
Result—a quiz marked 30.

My marks are low, B. C. 1.
The reason's soft to tell.
That in my own staff or dis.
I'd have to go to—"we the Brunsw..."

I've all the lock in M, L, 1.
In all the monthly quizes.
The ones I take don't suit me.
The answer always wrong..."

"I'm best in Streamlining E.
I know it every branch.
I'll make the reason clear to you.
I've thrown them on a rack..."

"Contrary to Unabay Noyd and Gm..."

Thousands of management problems..."

"In addition to the stimulation of interest in Wharton studies which such an organization presents, it also has the disincentive value of bringing the faculty and student into closer relationship. This is a prestige function and is accentuating appreciation..."

"The Taylor Society is designed to bring more of the students in the University and Wharton School in the way of stimulating the student to see beyond the limits of the business and microeconomic axioms, and learn how the theoretical principles therein propounded are applied in the business world. As is its value in staking up the gap between instructor and student, there is no limit..."

"We scarce know how to be wise, Our knowledge then is put to test Result—a quiz marked 30.
My marks are low, B. C. 1. The reason's soft to tell. That in my own staff or dis..."

"I'm best in Streamlining E. I know it every branch. I'll make the reason clear to you. I've thrown them on a ranch..."

"Contrary to Unabay Noyd and Gm..."

Thousands of management problems..."
It’s a paper one, number...and put it A.C. Ten for the stop lights, and the most ...biggest standard of all - it’s beneficent.

“Farget-Hair Tonic is the reason for the unique experience. It’s the perfumed different, it helps the body.

At the service and established...Virgin Hair Tonic" is produced in many different pastes and formulations.

**Broadway Confectionary**
Opposite Dormitories

Milk Shakes - Candles
Smokes - Fruits

-Suits and Overcoats- ECONOMICALLY PRICED

$35 $40

And a vast variety ranging in price to $75.

These splendidly constructed garments are equal to those for which we should be obliged to exact much higher prices, were we to purchase them instead of making them ourselves.

**Haby dashery**

Distinctive Togs that lift one out of commonplace—Unique in the fact of the moderate pricing.

**KNOX HAT**

-Ferro & Company-

**1332 Chestnut St.**

Adjoining Garrick Theatre

---

**Pennsylvania Barber Shop**

3643-3645 Woodland Ave.

*Most Sanitary Shop on Campus*

SARNE HArD OIl FOR DANDALL AND FALLING HAIR

Manicuring

11 Barber

1 Al Sarnese

---

**Zullinger's Drug Store**

40th and Spruce Streets

*Everything in Drugs*

Up-to-date Soda Fountain

Trousers To Match Your Coat and Vest

We save you the price of a new suit by replacing worn, out-of-date, or too small at $7.50, a little muin more some four and a half mile

---

**Pyle & INNES**

Leading College Tailors

115 WALNUT STREET

**Correct Clothes**

Now is the time to place your order for Dress Clothes and Winter Overcoats—late shipments of fine suitings just returned.

Our ability to please Penn Men is well known.

---

**Yellow Lantern Cafeteria**

3443 WALNUT STREET

Breakfast 7:30 to 9

Lunchtime 11:30 to 2

Dinner 5 to 7
Sunday 4 to 7.30

---

**The American Studio**

Sixteenth and Market Streets

Cordially invites the patronage of University Students.

Dancing and evening events.

W - I - P Radio

---

**THE PENNSYLVANIAN**

© 1914 by the Pennsylvania Daily News. All rights reserved.
COACH DECKER VETERAN OF MANY RING BATTLES

President of University of Oxford has Ten
Thousand Rounds to His Fighting
Record

AIMING AT TITLE FOR TEAM

From amid the clods of blows and the
rubbed bruises and bleeding that boxing can-
didate comes a quiet voice, "time boy.
" This is a typical view of Coach Decker,
who once had the bite and blue fixed pictors,
due to the severe cramp of many a big
night. Always encouraging and never
shouting or bullying his men, the usual
boxing coach practically one of the squad
masters.

George Decker has without a doubt
more than 500 to 600 men to his credit that
best his art at Pennsylvania. Coming
here in the fall of 1913 to head a squad
twenty-eight
men
then plus not less than 150 to 200
men participating in boxing every year.
In recent years the boxing situation
has proven so strong and so well
accredited that the name of the
Battlefield Champion, is a household
word in every 12 months of life.
Mr. Decker, an engineer by
profession, has been in the
university's service for
years, during five of which he was the
athletic champion of the State of Pennsy.

Following this part of his career
he accepted the coaching posi-
tion at the University.
During his active life, "George"
he is known in Weightman Hall, a
ported in over 250 professional fights
and has been termed the "man who has
fought ten thousand rounds." Remark-
able to say, he has never been knocked
out in all the 250 or more contests.

Since the beginning of intercollegial
boxing, Pennsylvania has never fallen
lower than third. Among the men
the coach has turned out are: Charles Kroll
university featherweight, stationed in
1914, Jerry McGuire, the half-pound
champion of New York in 1914, and
Goodwin Barlow, "22, who fought for
the hard won weight class of Pennsylvania
for three years, during which time he lost
but one bout.

"Engineering" Ends
Vocational Lectures

Speaking yesterday afternoon in
the last of this season's series of voca-
tional lectures, E. C. Trent discussed the
peculiar advantages of Engineering as a
profession. Mr. Trent was introduced to
the audience by Dean Robert H. Fernald of
the Towne Scientific School as one of the
celebrated ex-

The speaker pointed out the
ex-

ative
fields of development and
research open to the student of engineering.
"The rivers of this country, especially,
shall be, an "eminent opportunity and a
reaching challenge to engineering skill
in every branch.
Mr. Trent emphasized the need
of""engineering and hard work, and as
his own position, which has been
silver in the hands of a hand-
educated, as evidence of the im-
portance of these two qualities.
After the lecture the Rev. John Hart,
under whose direction the vocational
series has been conducted, announced the
leisure of the series in Presi-

racy, international law and music will
be the first subjects for discussion, but
additional suggestions are wanted.
They may be in Mr. Hart or at the C. E.
office, 337 East Woodland avenue.

SENIOR CLASS LUNCHEON
TICKET WELL RAPIDLY

Continued from Page One

Of assembling the class during the lunch
hour is being met with general approval
which is very satisfactory to the officers
and members of the committee in charge of
the arrangements.
President representative and
secretary of the senior class, are asked by
G. G. Mahler to report their results at
a meeting in Room 15 of the Houston
Club at 2:30 P. M. today. In order to
make punch for the luncheon it is
especially noted that as many com-
plete relations as possible be turned out
this time so as to assure ample accomod-
ations at the table. Through an error in
last Saturday's paper the names of Ross
Hume, representative for the Chi
Delta Alpha fraternity, and Lester
Koss, representative for the Psi Delta
Fraternity, were added value to the students.
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